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Alif Alif Rasdhoo / Rasdhoo Atoll  

Sitting on its own private atoll Rasdhoo Atoll is known as the smallest Atoll in Maldives. 

Rasdhoo Atoll has three islands while Rasdhoo is the only island where locals resides. A branch 

of national bank, Bank of Maldives and an ATM gives visitors access to most needed facilities 

like card payments to all services.  

Rasdhoo Island has its’ own private Bikini Beach. 30 seconds away on a boat from Rasdhoo is a 

dessert Island and two sand banks. Sand bank is known as one of the best beaches of 

Maldives with full spectrum tropical water display.  

Shallow Lagoon Rasdhoo was created with a ‘budget-luxury’ exclusive local island experience in 

mind. Rooms were created to give a realization of a hideaway, while still keeping the aqua 

marine hint of the Indian Ocean surrounding the island. Shallow Lagoon Rasdhoo presents 

Maldivian Culture outside the room and hotel while the rooms resembles a well contemporary 

luxury interior 

Accommodation  

Design was curated with a true tropical holiday getaway, while still keeping it as modern as 

possible to hint out a privacy flourished interior.   

Provided with a complimentary butler service you never have to interact with other guests or 

staff members on  your stay.   

Providing you a very Unique Island Life Experience.  

Deluxe Double  (3 Unit)  

Balcony with a sky view is complemented by the unique sound of wave music.  

Deluxe Double Or Twin  (3 Units)  

Designed for a couple’s private getaway in mind compli mented by a tropical garden view.  

Deluxe Triple  (2 Units)  

Rooms that can be shared with a friend or friends. Customizable with 4 beds or two twin.  

DINNING  

Equipped with an in -house multicuisine restaurant serving all guests at ala carte. We believe 

that with a buffet we limit your enjoyment of a true private getaway experience. Orders will 

be taken by your assigned butler. Sandwiches and snack are available in 15 minutes upon order 

to your butler.  

ACTIVITIES  

Water Sports   

Windsurfing  offers seven different board size options and 10 sail configurations for all 

conditions and experience from training for complete novices to the most advanced setup for 

experts.  

Sailing features a Topcat K1 Catamaran and New Zealand -designed Wet High Performance 

Trimaran easily operated by one or two.  

Kite Surfing  is with F1 Kites - by far the best in the world - taking this action packed sport to 

all levels, from downwind runs to private lessons..  

Kayaks are availab le in 3 different, fun options: for one, two or 3 -4 persons.   

Stand up Paddle Boards  are increasingly popular, to explore the beautiful waters around 

Dessert Island and keep fit at the same time!  

Jet Skis  are Yamaha VX Cruisers, designed for both experie nced riders to enjoy great 

onwater performance, and beginners to ride at reduced power, for safety and comfort.  

For all levels, styles and ages are Water -skiing, Wakeboarding and Knee Boarding with fun 

inflatable activities such as Tubes, Bananas and the new Ski Seat experience.  

Destination Dining  
Destination Dining is a unique concept whereby guests are entertained exclusively in a variety 

of stylish and distinctly different settings, both on and off the island with creative menus and 

entertainment, ideal for special occasions.  

DIVING  

Rasdhoo Atoll is known as the home of the Hammerheads and Mantas.   

Ras dhoo is a Hotspot for Scuba Diving, because it is surrounded by two channels: Madivaru 

and Rasdhoo Channel. Here you can spot a lot of big stuff, like sharks, eagle rays, mantas, 

sting rays and napoleons.  

Enjoy a truly spectacular celebration of Maldives Underwater world while spending less time 

on boat than diving.  
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Excursions  
Fulfill your wish of exploring the Maldivian sea and the beauty of the coral reef with passion. 

Experience the tranquility of surrounded reefs and cruise the sea with a dhingy, meet the 

dolphins or jump for a snorkeling cruise and discover an abundant coral reef.  

Snorkeling – Either direct from the beach, off the island coral reef, or with excursions to 

outer islands such as Madivaru and Madivaru Finolhu. Night Sea Torches enable guests to view 

florescent marine organisms when snorkeling after dark.  

Sea Manta Encounter – Our Marine Enthusiast accompanies expeditions to encounter manta 

rays, a beautiful experience described by many as almost spiritual.  

Dolphin Cruise – we organize magical encounters with dolphins, including informative insights 

into their behavior and the different species native to the Maldives.  

Fishing Cruise - Experience the catch of Pelagic fishes such as Blue Marlin, Yellow Fin Tuna or 

Wahoo on a Game Fishing Experience. Live the Maldivian traditional fishing experience on a 

sunset fishing cruise. Or cast the famous Maldivian Tuna on a fishing day trip.  

Farm Island - See, taste and experience the growth of tropical fruits. Enjoy a mouthful of 

just picked watermelon, Mango, Banana and custard apples. Its true unique experience to see  

# Filmmaker
# portraits photography

Maldives_Local_Adventure
We help to create your amazing memories..!!
# Drone pilot
# underwater photography

For More info please feel free to contact our exclusive photographer Mr Hussain ( +9609557959 )

# travel photography

Photography 

SHALLOW LAGOON RASDHOO Tel: +960 7822680, Hot line: +960 9811195 -

Maldives, AA.Rasdhoo, Fiyaathoshige, Saharaa Magu, 09020
+960 9912340 

Web: www.shallowlagoonasdhoo.com
E-mail: reservations@shallowlagoonrasdhoo.com
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Photography 

To reach the hotel in Rasdhoo island a public ferry boat, Speedboat, Private Speedboat 
or Seaplane can be arranged by the hotel, All payments will be collected upon arrival

Transfer to the island, 

SHALLOW LAGOON RASDHOO 

Speedboat 

Seaplane  

Follow Us:

mailto:reservations@shallowlagoonrasdhoo.com
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